
There was just one mid-year wobble in
2013, which delivered excellent results to
equity investors, and if 2014 is as kind to
investors I will be most surprised. 

The Fed has signalled the start of the
end game for QE. So from now until the
day when the Fed has sold all its bonds
back to investors, the central bank's
enormous bond holdings will overhang the
market like a monstrous cloud. It is I think
entirely predictable that the market will
continue to suffer bouts of nerves on this
score from time to time. In this case, it is
not so much removing the punchbowl as
turning off the morphine drip that has kept
markets calm. 

Given the general flightiness of
investors today, especially those daft
enough to hold lots of fixed income ETFs, I
expect a large outflow from bond funds at
some time over the next year. A one-way
market in corporate bonds where everyone
is heading for the exit won't be pretty. 

Despite the worsening mess in Syria,
the market continues to
ignore the possibility of a
widening of the conflict,
and it seems like a long
time since we had a major
market upset caused by
political events. A war in
the Middle East and the
territorial spat between
Japan and China are both

possible.
It also seems to me that despite the

recent upturn in the US and UK economies,
it is clear that this is not a return to
business as usual. The drag on growth
caused by a weak banking sector and
excess debt will persist, especially in
Europe, and if growth does accelerate in
2014, it will be because of bubble-inducing
actions by governments and central banks. 

For these
reasons I think
buying insurance
is timely — I
explain why I hold
gold and index-
linkers as well as absolute return funds on
page 6.
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Since the last article in October,
twelve of the shares in the

Rising Income Retirement
Portfolio have paid another
dividend, or will have done so by
the end of the RIRP accounting
year in February. Ten of them,
whose current year income is
shown in blue in the main table,
will have paid out more than this
time last year. That includes a
restoration of dividend growth at
BP, and a surprise special
dividend of 4p a share from
Direct Line following the sale of
its closed life assurance business. 

I normally rail against these
erratic special payouts because
they wreak havoc on my efforts
to achieve smooth dividend
growth. But I cannot ignore the
fact that the extra income from
DL and Standard Life earlier this
year has significantly mitigated
the effect on the RIRP of the two
failures in this, my first annus
horribilis. The big one was the
total loss of income from
FirstGroup following its rights
issue earlier this year, at which
point it was ejected from the
portfolio with a big capital loss.
The second was the recent cut in
dividend at RSA following news
of a black hole at their Irish
subsidiary — see update from
Peter Shearlock on page 5. 

And now it looks as though my
income from RSA will be further
reduced in the year ahead. But so
long as they do not resort to a
rights issue and suspension of
dividends, I can weather that
with equanimity, largely because

of the impending massive return
of cash from Vodafone to its
shareholders in March. 

My immediate problem is my
current year income. The impact
of FirstGroup and RSA means
that despite the sturdy rise in
dividends from most of the
portfolio shown in Table 2 —
averaging more than three times
the rate of RPI inflation this year
— there is still a hole of several
hundred pounds between my
actual dividend income for the
current year and what I need to
beat inflation for the year.

I am in some ways setting my
income bar for the year artificially
high, ignoring the fact that the
cumulative rise in return on
capital since the fund was
started actually amounts to more
than twice the rate of inflation.
As always I choose the higher of
the RPI and CPI to calculate
inflation: I have beaten the CPI
rise nearly threefold. I am also
choosing to ignore the possibility
that some of the Vodafone payout
may in practice be encashable
right at the end of February,
within my current accounting
year. 

I am doing so partly as a result
of having had to face the
"problem" earlier this year of what
to do with shares whose capital
value has raced ahead of my
average purchase price, as many
of them have. Theoretically,
capital gains or losses do not
interest me, but I was forced to
address them to help restore the
scars of the FirstGroup capital
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losses, which I reduced by
cashing in one fifth of my
holdings in Bankers Investment
Trust and Pearson, both of which
had almost doubled in value.

And it is this which has
enabled me to sleep easily for the
rest of the year despite its
disappointments: for if it was
right to do that, then the rabbit I
am about to extract from my hat
to compensate for this year's
income shortfall must be just as
defensible.

Earlier in the year I was staring
at the prospect of a £600 income
deficit, but dividend growth
elsewhere and further falls in
inflation have reduced the gap to
under £250. I propose to fund this
by cashing in some of the RIRP's
Lloyds shares. I had hoped they
would be providing some income
well before now, but their failure
to do so means I suffer no
immediate income loss by selling
some of them. By cashing in just
1,592 of my existing 5,840
shareholding at 78p, I get cash of
£1,242 representing:-
• a capital gain of £494 — 66% —

which I can add to my "income"

• return of £748 original
investment, applied to defray the
cost of this month's new
purchases.

This also eliminates the
previous untidy fractional Lloyds
holding, now reduced to 2 units
from 2.75.

Verizon foots the bill

But for all the logic, I find it
difficult to resist a sense of
Puritan guilt at this solution, so I
propose to exorcise it thus.

Our 2014 accounting year
starting in March will kick off
with Vodafone's unprecendented
return of cash to shareholders
resulting from their realisation of
the embedded value of their joint
venture with Verizon. The RIRP
will receive a payout of an
estimated 30p a share, and twice
as much value in Verizon shares.
The £1,000 plus cash payout
alone would provide the RIRP
with dividend growth of 17% for

the year, assuming all the other
shares deliver no growth at all.
Of course I shall be left with
fewer Vodafone shares after their
consolidation and as yet the
dividend prospects there are
unclear. 

So to salve my conscience I
shall refund £494 of the payout to
the capital account so that
essentially I shall just have lent
myself the cash for this year's
inflation-beating “income” —
consuming some of tomorrow's
jam today.

In February the RIRP will be 6
years old and I propose to round
off this year by making it fully
invested. So I will buy further
units in those companies in
which I am underweight: two in
BP, and one each in Direct Line
and Reckitt Benckiser. Because
nothing I buy now comes
anywhere near matching my
current effective average yield of
over 6% on my originally invested
capital, this reduces the projected
yield for the year ahead slightly,
and so has the further effect of
raising the bar a little higher for
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Company Number of Price (1) No of Average Next div Next div Xd date £ Divs received (3)
£1K units p shares yield % (2) date p Year 5 Year 6

Balfour Beatty 7 265 2642 5.3 04.07.14 8.5 23.04.14 372.52 372.52

Bankers IT 4 261 1530 5.4 30.05.14 3.6 30.04.14 269.21 229.60

Br Am Tobacco 5 2125 235 6.5 08.05.14 92.7 12.03.14 306.91 323.60

BP 5 466 1072 5.1 27.03.14 6.45 12.02.14 119.45

BT 5 129 3864 7.7 01.09.14 6.5 06.08.14 336.17 382.54

Direct Line 5 229 2182 5.4 20.05.14 8 12.03.14 125.73

GlaxoSmithKline 5 1399 357 5.5 10.04.14 19 19.02.14 222.30 274.89

Interserve 6 226 2660 9.3 19.05.14 14.1 02.04.14 479.64 555.94

Legal & General 5 76 6543 10.6 28.05.14 5.69 23.04.14 438.38 529.33

Lloyds Banking Group 2 47 4248 0.0 ? ? ?

Pearson 4 633 632 7.3 02.05.14 30 02.04.14 339.27 337.82

Reckitt Benckiser 5 4684 106 3.0 29.05.14 78 19.02.14 37.50

RSA 7 125 5598 4.9 23.05.14 ? 02.04.14 516.70 345.40

SSE 6 1273 471 6.6 21.03.14 26 22.01.14 382.92 396.58

Sainsbury 6 307 1953 5.5 11.07.14 11.9 14.05.14 320.29 330.06

Standard Life 6 212 2829 13.1 20.05.14 9.8 02.04.14 398.89 787.03

United Utilities 5 639 783 5.5 01.08.14 22.88 18.06.14 256.67 273.19

Vodafone 5 138 3624 7.6 04.03.14 ?30? 20.02.14 352.98 378.71

Year 5: Dividends from shares since sold; year 6: Lloyds capital profit 680.91 494.00

Total notionally invested to date: £99,324 Total dividends received to date : £5,673.76   £6,293.87
% return on total investment (4) 6.1 6.3

Greater of CPI or RPI increase over year to November 2013: 2.6%. % rise in fund's return on capital to end Feb 2014: 3.9%

Notes: Names in bold indicate a new transaction since the table was last published in October; figures in blue show companies
announcing dividend increases since October (2) The projected annual yield on total sums invested to date. (3) The accounting year
runs to end-February: year 6 income to end February (4) Actual income as percentage of funds invested at year end. 

Douglas Moffitt’s Rising Income Retirement PortfolioRIRP
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next year's dividend growth
requirement.

At the moment, if I assume the
additional income from Verizon
will offset any fall in income from
Vodafone, and assume zero
income from RSA and bring in
only half the special cash
dividend from Vodafone, the
portfolio shows broadly
unchanged income from the
current year, assuming there is
no income growth from other
holdings.

Income and capital 
way ahead of inflation

I do not expect an entirely easy
ride between now and the 2015
election, but I have reasonable
confidence that in practice the
RIRP income will continue to
outperform inflation, without
needing to consume any more
capital gains.

It is true that the RIRP is
overweight in the two sectors
which are likely to be political
footballs as targets of "cost of
living crisis" electioneering
between now and 2015: energy
and transport. But frankly all the
shares in the portfolio could come
under headline-grabbing attack if
the fight gets really nasty, with
the possible exceptions of
Balfour Beatty, Interserve and
Pearson. On balance I doubt if
the boards of any of the RIRP
holdings will punish their
shareholders unless forced to by

their regulators — who currently
lack the power to do so — or by
persuasion by government,
public opinion and the press.
Apart from RSA the prospects for
dividend growth from the rest of
the portfolio look as sound as
ever and — who knows — Lloyds
might yet restore the dividend in
2014!

And to end on an upbeat note:
I started investing with a yield
target of 4% net. My actual
dividend income for the current
year before the Lloyds fudge
represents 5.8% of the funds
invested. That is the equivalent
of a pre-tax interest rate of 7.25%
for a basic rate taxpayer. There
has also been cumulative income
growth of 45% from the initial
target against a rise in inflation of
under 21%.

And just for the record, despite
the 25% current book loss on
RSA, the £100,000 invested to
date could be sold for just under
£146,000, a percentage capital
gain which is uncannily close to
the cumulative dividend growth.
Even a new investor in the RIRP
at today's prices would get an
underlying yield of at least 3.7%
net, equivalent to 4.6% gross at a
bank, assuming nothing from
RSA and no further dividend
growth elsewhere in the year
ahead.

So I keep my fingers crossed
for a prosperous and healthy
2014, and wish you all the same.

Standard Life 97.3
Legal & General 20.7
BT 13.8
BP 12.2
Reckitt Benckiser 9.5
Interserve 7.7
Vodafone 7.2
Pearson 6.9
United Utilities 6.4
Bankers IT 5.9
Br Am Tobacco 5.4
SSE 4.6
Sainsbury 3.0
Balfour Beatty 0
Direct Line N/A
Lloyds Banking Group 0
GlaxoSmithKline -1.3
RSA -33.0

Average 9.80
Annual RPI to Nov 2.9

Table 2: Actual % increases in
declared dividends per share in
year 6 compared with previous
year.
The table excludes any calculation
for Direct Line which came to the
market in 2013, but includes Lloyds
as a zero increase. The nominal fall
for GKN results from comparisons
based on the payment of a special
dividend in year 5.

RIRP Dividend Growth

Douglas Moffitt is
Consultant Editor to
Successful Personal
Investing, publishers of
The IRS Report.

Property in general remains out
of favour but it would be a

mistake to completely ignore the
sector. I believe that UNITE
Group is a specialist property
company that may fit the bill for
smaller portfolios wanting to
invest in quality.

The company is engaged in the
construction, management and
rental of student accommodation
in the UK. It works in partnership

with more than 30 education
providers as well as rentals
directly to the student
population. The business is
therefore divided into two parts
— operations and property.

The property business is led by
Richard Simpson who oversees
the fund management of the
property units which consist of
four co-investment vehicles or
funds. Management fees are

generated for operating joint
venture properties as well as a
percentage share of other
properties managed for third

Recent price: 414p
52-week high/low: 416p/265p
Market cap: £731m
ICB sector: Real Estate
EPIC CODE: UTG

UNITE Group

John Snowden

A special property situation
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parties. This side of the business
drives the development profit as
well as revaluation gains as a
result of careful asset
management.

Richard Smith is responsible
for the operations business
which supervises the running of
all the properties including the
properties managed and
operated on behalf of the funds.
This side of the business is
responsible for delivering the
operating cash flow, net portfolio
rental income and the delivery of
the service platform. Profits
generated from disposals either
to the funds or onto the open
market bring capital sums into
the business for further
development or reducing debt.

Within the operations unit
teams of employees work in 23
leading university cities which
are the core of UNITE. They

ensure that all activities are
focused on meeting and
exceeding the needs of all the
students and University partners.

The Chief Financial Officer, Joe
Lister, brings both sides of the
business together with
responsibility for debt
management and control of
gearing.

Debt issues resolved

On the financial front, the
group experienced a sharp
downturn for the year to 31st
December 2011 when turnover
dropped from £193.40m to
£94.90m with net profit falling

from £21.30m to £3.90m.The
cause was an upheaval in the
funding regime with a high
profile fee hike. This prompted
some universities to scale back
undergraduate offers and rental
growth dipped to 1.6%. At this
time, a refinancing deadline
pushed the third largest student
accommodation operator, Opal,
into administration. This year the
finances have been strengthened
by a £120m loan from Legal &
General and last June the group
successfully launched a £90m
retail bond. 

The following year 2012 saw a
return to normal with turnover
more than doubling to £214.60m
and net profit rising to £127.20m.
In this year total property assets
surpassed £1bn. Student rentals
should continue to rise by up to
4% in 2014 as Britain has become
a globally popular country for
international students to study. A
study by estate agents Knight
Frank highlights London,
Edinburgh, Newcastle and Bristol
as the most acutely
undersupplied student markets
in the UK.

Big projects should 
be moneyspinners

Planning permission for
purpose-built student
accommodation in UK cities is
hard to come by but UNITE does
have its fair share of big shiny-
tower halls of residence which
attract students out of the usual
draughty private rental
establishments. Demand remains
high and in 2013 occupancy rose
to 98% from 96%. Local
authorities are increasingly
hostile to student developments
which are assumed to yield noise
rather than council tax.

In 2012, UNITE'S new flagship
property Moonraker Point was
opened to provide a home for 674
students. UNITE has signed a 15-

Selection Price Price Gain/ Stop loss Current EPIC
Company Date then P now P loss % Gain lock view code

Amerisur 03/11/12 46 63 37 46 Positive AMER
Bahamas Petrol 07/07/12 8.9 4.4 -51 0 Neutral BPC
Bahamas Petrol 08/07/12 5.5 4.4 -20 0 Neutral BPC
Berendsen 07/08/10 392 926 136 675 Neutral BRSN
EnQuest 01/09/12 112 136 21 90 Neutral ENQ
EnQuest 07/01/12 89 136 53 109 Neutral ENQ
Fyffes 05/02/11 32.5 70 115 54 Neutral FFY
GKN 04/08/12 210 381 81 282 Neutral GKN
Gresham Comp 02/07/11 53 124 134 98 Neutral GHT
Harvey Nash 01/01/12 49 107 118 73 Neutral HVN
Hilton Food Grp 02/05/09 182 430 136 329 Neutral HFG
Hogg Robinson 06/07/13 66 83 26 66 Neutral HRG
Hyder Consulting 07/09/13 500 665 33 489 Positive HYC
IGas Energy 03/08/13 121 108 -11 74 Positive IGAS
Iofina 05/10/13 168 118 -30 118 Stopped* IOF
IMI 09/01/10 542 1530 182 1188 Neutral IMI
Johnson Service 07/12/13 49 55 12 35 Positive JSG
Iomart 06/08/11 111 263 137 219 Neutral IOM
Molins 01/12/12 134 190 42 144 Neutral MLIN
Monitise 02/03/13 37.5 70 87 49 Neutral MONI
Nichols 06/10/12 799 1186 48 899 Neutral NICL
Providence Res 07/09/13 395 245 -38 245 Stopped* PVR
Regeneris 02/11/13 270 315 17 200 Neutral RGS
Resolution Ltd 02/06/12 198 350 77 246 Neutral RSL
Salamander 02/02/13 188 110 -41 84 Negative SMDR
Stanley Gibbons 21/11/13 257 357 39 266 Neutral SGI
Vodafone 05/09/09 132 236 79 192 Neutral VOD
Walker 
Greenbank 08/01/11 51 180 253 127 Neutral WGB

*Iofina was stopped out at 118p, but reinstated at 99p. Providence Resources dipped
below the S/L 245p before climbing back to 290p. Providence may yet be re-instated.
Updates were published on the website. 

Portfolio John Snowden’s selections

UNITE Student Accommodation Fund (USAF) - 16%
Oasis Capital Bank (OCB) - 25%
UNITE Capital Cities (UCC) - 30%
London Student Accommodation Vehicle (LSAV) - 50%

Stakes in specialist & Joint Venture Funds
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Reviewed: 01/10/11 Price then: 114p Current price: 100p
Prev. comment: 07/09/13 Rev. by: PS ICB group/sector: Insurance

Back in September, I reviewed the first-half figures from RSA Insurance and concluded with a “negative” assessment.
The shares were then 119p. They have since touched 90p. There have been three profits warnings in the space of six
weeks, revelations of accounting irregularities in the Irish subsidiary, the departure of chief executive Simon Lee and a
rating downgrade from the credit rating agency S&P. This last matter is particularly serious: any further downgrade
from the current rating of A- could jeopardise the firm's business with leading brokers. Accountants PwC are due to
report on the Irish issue shortly after The IRS Report goes to press this week. In the meantime, RSA will almost
certainly need to bolster its capital position through either a rights issue or, more likely, disposals. A dividend cut is
also on the cards.

Attitude: Neutral

Investment update RSA Insurance (EPIC: RSA )

When I first came across the
word "Fracking", my first

thought was that it was some
kind of derivative of the Irish
word fecking, a word which has
now become a polite and socially
acceptable profanity used by the
Irish. Subscribers to the IRS
Report obviously know better as
they came across the fracking
word at the beginning of August
last in our feature on IGas
Energy.

IGas delivered revenues of
£68.3m against £22.1m for the
year to end March. Losses rose to
£18.4m from £12.1m for 2012,
partly due to the Singleton
acquisition which gave a
significant increase in reserves.
This enabled the company to
refinance with a five year
US$166m bond with a 10%
coupon.

We are now nearly six months
further down the line and
discussions on fracking have
moved from the back seat to the
forefront with the war against
fracking moving to parts of the
English countryside.

Earlier this year, geologists

confirmed the discovery of a truly
enormous fuel source under
British soil. Latest estimates
place the value between £1
trillion and £9.5 trillion. This gift
from nature cannot be ignored
and decision time is close as it is
the key to Britain's future wealth.
The decision to be made is one of
two options. Either leave it
undisturbed and face energy bills
of $5 billion or more per annum or
frack it out of the ground and add
£6 billion or more to the British
economy.

Political support

The leave it in the ground
camp is slowly shrinking leaving
small activist groups and
attention seekers. On the plus
side, The Guardian newspaper
stated that Bowland Shale
fracking could reignite the UK
economy and cut CO2 emissions
as well as adding about £6.6bn to
the economy each year. The
Telegraph suggested fracking
taxes may be used to pay for a
cut in energy bills.

The politicians seem to be

falling into a favourable line with
the Conservative leader David
Cameron saying in an open letter
that the country "cannot afford to
miss out on shale gas." Labour
Shadow Energy Secretary Tom
Greatrex said that gas would be
"an important part of our energy
mix in the future".

Lib Dem, Danny Alexander
believes shale gas "will be a
bigger boom than North Sea oil".
while UKIP spokesman, Roger
Helmer, goes one step further by
calling fracking "the greatest new
economic opportunity for our
country in our lifetimes."

It may take some time for the
bandwagon to roll forward and
for the moment IGas Energy
featured in the August issue of
the IRS Report looks to be a
reasonable play while the shares
remain between 100p-115p. 

year agreement with King's
College London for the property.
Another massive property, UNITE
Grand Central is situated in
Liverpool on the site of the old
bus station. It has 1,210 rooms
with the usual facilities such as a
laundry and gym. In total the
group owns or manages 120
properties capable of housing

more than 42,000 students.
At the interim stage, chief

executive Mark Allan reported on
18th November that UNITE
continues to perform strongly in
all areas. Adjusted earnings per
share were 9.3p (June 2012: 9.0
pence). Like-for-like rental
growth was up to £16.2m from
£14.4m and the net asset value

up 3.1% to 361p from 350p. The
dividend is increased to 1.6p
(June 2012: 1p) with service
satisfaction levels at their highest
ever.

The shares admittedly trade
above asset value but all the
brokers who cover the company
maintain a buy rating.

John Snowden is an
experienced stockmarket
commentator and investor.

Fracking potential for IGas
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In the BC era of investment — I
mean before computers —

investors, investment managers
and advisers were constrained in
the interpretation of data. They
knew from long-run data series
on prices of shares and
government bonds that volatility
in shares could be very high, but
that in periods of panic
government bonds tended to
hold their value. By the 1950s
conventional wisdom was that a
balanced portfolio of 60%
equities and 40% bonds would
see most investors through thick
and thin. The chart shows how
such a "balanced portfolio" (60%
equity, 30% gilts, 10% property)
has fared compared with the
FTSE100 index over the past 20
years. 

Then came the era of modern
portfolio theory (MPT) in which
purely mathematical
interpretations of data came to
dominate academia and then the
practice of investment. I say
purely mathematical because the
study of correlations and
volatility largely ignores any “real
world” origins of risk, and insofar
as MPT has any theoretical basis
it is in finance theory, whose

assumptions contradict essential
features of the real world.

For many years the MPT
theorists focused on the
“efficient frontier”, the allocation
of capital across a set of assets
yielding the highest return for
the least risk. The weakness of
this was shown quite early: I
recall efficient frontiersmen
proposing very high weightings
to emerging market equities just
prior to the Asian crisis in the
late 1990s. The reason for such
failures is that the allocations of
capital are driven by historic
data. Usually, the recent strong
performance of an asset class
results in it constituting too large
a part of a portfolio — at present,
simple efficient frontier models
produce very high weightings to
government bonds because of
their stellar performance over the
past two decades. 

The failures of the early MPT
models have encouraged
theorists to take another bold
step: to ignore asset classes
completely. Today, several fund
managers offer ranges of funds
which explicitly target levels of
volatility, and adjust their asset
class holdings in response to

changes in returns, volatility and
correlations. Despite the
mathematical jargon, this is
simply the reinvention of
opportunistic momentum
investing ("Buy what's going up")
and in a crisis is likely to result in
progressive switching to “safer”
assets so that a large part of a
subsequent recovery is missed. 

Aiming to 
protect capital

Like many investors, I want to
build some stability into my
portfolio, but do not perceive any
security in conventional bonds.
We are nearing the end of the
largest-scale market
manipulation in history, and I do
not believe central bankers can
exit QE without major market
disruptions. For this reason I
regard the 60-30-10 portfolio
illustrated in the chart as unduly
risky — government bonds could
lose quarter to half their value
quickly on a QE exit scenario well
short of doomsday.

Along with cautious to
negative ”asset allocators” like
Ruffer, Troy and GMO, I seek
assets that will protect capital in

Chris Gilchrist

Managing portfolio risk

Source: FE  Key :•A FTSE 100 total return, 291.2%. •B Balanced portfolio total return, 182.95%

How a traditional 'balanced portfolio' has performed
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the event of likely disruptions.
Like them, I have included both
gold (bullion and equities) and
inflation-linked bonds in my
portfolio. Like them, I have
suffered from the decline in the
gold price but am encouraged by
the way the Chinese keep on
buying up physical bullion from
the West. As for linkers, they are
priced for the short-term
disinflation coming down the
pipe but carry no premium for
their defence against the
inflationary effects of
mismanaged QE exits.

I believe you also have to be
somewhat contrarian and
opportunistic in equity markets.
The US is overvalued, and though
it may go higher, climbing aboard

now looks like folly. Japan, the
emerging markets, China and
Russia are cheap and I have
holdings in all of them. Europe is
cheaper than the UK or the US
and represents my highest
geographical exposure. 

But I also think you need more
ballast in a portfolio, and may
need to add to it if the bull run
stretches further in 2014. For this
reason I favour absolute return
funds, in particular Invesco
Perpetual Global Targeted
Returns and Insight Global
Absolute Return fund. These are
similar to “macro” hedge funds
but without the gearing and
excessive charges typical of
hedge funds. IP headhunted the
top team from Standard Life

(whose Global Absolute Return
Strategies fund is perhaps now
too large at £18bn) while Insight
(part of BNY Mellon Newton)
runs a lot of absolute return
mandates from New York. Funds
like these, that aim to deliver
steady returns with a fraction of
typical equity downside, will look
dull in years when equities notch
up double-digit returns, but the
time will come when you will be
happy to have them in your
portfolio.

Chris Gilchrist is editor 
of The IRS Report.

Recently the SPI team have
been looking at green, ethical

or socially responsible investing.
We found that there is no longer
a clear line between what is
"green" and what is not. More
companies will cause investors to
think hard today, as those that
may have been blackballed just a
few years ago have improved
their environmental performance
— carbon footprint, staff working
conditions and maybe even give
a chunk of their profits to charity.
But what if they make polluting
cars that consume scarce natural
resources, or generate energy
from coal or gas, or make
cigarettes? 

More of the companies that
were excluded from “ethical”
investment are now acceptable to
the managers of ethical funds
because of the improvements —
perhaps just in our awareness —
of their employment, social and
environmental practises.

This leads us to the prospect
that we will no longer have to
actively think about investing
ethically, the majority of
investment will be that way.
There will have to be some other
significant reason not to invest

ethically, or to put it another way,
to invest unethically for a better
return. 

For those who do want
something that is greener, more
ethical, socially responsible and
sustainable, it doesn’t come
much greener than Tesla Motors.
CEO Elon Musk has created a
state-of-the-art production facility
in an abandoned GM/Toyota car
plant in California to make
electric cars. Not those that
might just get you to the shops
and back, but smart, desirable
fast, economic cars. 

Having started by getting the
attention of the world with a two-
seater sports car, an
extravagance for most buyers,
Tesla have now moved on to
address consumer needs.

The Model S is the first stage
of its consumer range, a car that
competes at all levels with luxury
brands like BMW and Aston
Martin. A bold statement, but
consider these facts:

• Performance — 0-60 in just 4.2
seconds

• Prices — from £40,000 to
£53,000, which includes the

government £5,000 plug-in rebate

• Zero emissions

• Costs per mile about 1/3 of
petrol cars

• No congestion charge or road
tax

• Zero rated for benefit in kind
until 2015, then just 5%

• 300 plus mile range

• Hugely reduced maintenance
and likelihood of breakdown

• As company cars they have a
100% First Year Allowance.

It is claimed they will create
50% less carbon over their
lifetime, even if charged with
electricity from coal-fired
stations. They run cheaper,
further and cost no more than an
equivalent petrol model. And the
minimal mechanics and no fuel
tank provides a huge amount of
space, and weight saving too.

The catch is that getting them
charged outside of home is not
yet widely available. But the

Peter Marshall

Is it “green for go” at Tesla?
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charging stations they do have
will get you 200 miles on a 30-
minute boost while you stop for a
coffee. Range is fine; you'll get
from London to Birmingham and
back on a full charge and they
will go fast enough to get you a
driving ban if caught.

The major advance is in the
battery and motor technology,
closely guarded Tesla secrets.
There have been recent reports
of battery fires on the Model S —
about the size and looks of a
Jaguar XF — but Musk has
invited anyone and everyone to
investigate. German authorities
cleared them, and the US
followed. The 3 fires were not
spontaneous like the Sony
battery units in the Boeing 787
aircraft, but the result of
significant impact and intrusion
during a collision. Tesla's point is
that with a petrol car in a similar
collision there could not only
have been a fire but also an
explosion. No one was injured in
a Tesla fire. The many thousands
of car fires that happen every
year go largely unreported.

In fact the Tesla Model S
carries the highest safety rating

ever of any car in the US, being
awarded 5.4 out of 5. It is still to
be tested by Euro NCAP.

Share price rising 
as sales grow

The company, founded in 2003,
is now delivering over 1,800
Model S cars per month. Apart
from the performance and safety,
the cars have that additional kerb
appeal — they're green. Drivers
like to be seen to be green, but
the other choices are quite
frankly dull by comparison, and
that is why Tesla is going to be
big. In a review of the 2014
disruptive stocks — those that
displace traditional technology —
Tesla was picked as a winner,
and I am inclined to agree with
them.

The share price (just $32 a year
ago) is recovering from the post-
fire sell-off, and after settling on
support at $120 has moved up
and is now consolidated between
$140 and $150. I have used this
share to diversify both my sectors
and strategy. At $150 a pop
buying long-term puts implies a
serious commitment in the form

of the $15,000 minimum share
purchase. And they are volatile
— a +/-3% daily movement is not
uncommon. 

The shares are not “cheap”,
with a comparatively — if you
can make a fair comparison —
high P/E of 100, against Ford at 9
and GM at 15.

Regardless of the green
credentials, Tesla makes a very
compelling case for the product.
With the support and charging
networks expanding over Europe
throughout 2014 they are going
to do some good business. And
the business returns will catch
up with the emotional share price
at some stage, with both in an
upward trajectory.

I hold shares in TSLA at $119
and $145, and am buying on dips
under $149. The position is
protected with a trailing limit sell
order that is set at 6% below the
high.

Peter Marshall is
publisher of Successful
Personal Investing, The
IRS Report and 
IRS Options Trader.
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Provident Financial held an investor day last month. This focused on the continuing growth potential of the Vanquis
credit card operation, both in the UK and in the fledgling Polish operation, plus the new push into instalment lending
under the Satsuma brand name. At the same time, the traditional consumer credit division, which saw a fall in first-half
profits, is being restructured around a smaller, higher quality book with major cost savings envisaged over the next
couple of years. Satsuma is seen as a key area of growth for Provident as it takes on the payday lenders who are likely
to be hit by interest rate caps in the near future. Coupled with a progressive dividend policy and near-5% yield, this
underpins the shares' continuing attractions.

Attitude: Positive

Investment update Provident Financial (EPIC: PFG)
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